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Can Christians choose cremation instead of burial?

Since there is no explicit divine command relating to burial customs, Christians
are in principle free to choose cremation instead of burial. But as with all matters
of indifference (adiaphora), there are important qualifications to consider.
Christians can choose cremation as long as they do not do so for reasons which
are contrary to Christian teaching, and provided that it does not amount to a
public denial of faith in the resurrection of the body.

For many, this response may signal a departure from the traditional view that at
death Christians may only be buried. And it is true: from earliest times, Christians
took over from Jews the practice of burying their dead. By burying a deceased
person’s remains in a tomb or in the ground, the community showed honour and
respect to the person who had died. Burial reminded the community of each
person’s lowly and mortal state, ‘for dust you are and to dust you will return’
(Genesis 3: 19). Caring for the remains of the dead acknowledged the created
dignity of the human body and, in the case of Christian believers, the fact that the
body of the deceased had served as a Temple of the Holy Spirit (1 Corinthians 6:
19). By burying their dead, Christians also confessed their hope, based on Jesus’
resurrection and the promises of baptism, that in time God would physically
resurrect all those who had died, giving believers new life just as he had done
when he first created them from nothing.

For centuries this traditional Christian practice of burying the dead stood in
contrast to the burial practices of other religions, in which corpses were often
cremated. These practices were connected to the belief of these religions that
the physical body is evil, and that there is no future resurrection or salvation for
the body. To prevent Christian funerals being identified with these false beliefs,
the practice of cremation was forbidden to Christians.

While today there are still many religions which deny the resurrection of the body,
there no longer seems to be any great danger in Western countries at least that
Christian cremation will be associated with non-Christian belief, nor with the
widespread denial of such integral doctrines as the resurrection of the body, the
immortality of the soul, and the life everlasting, which are always central in the
liturgy and proclamation of a Christian funeral. There is no necessary conflict
between cremation or the dispersal of ashes and these teachings.

However, it should be added that burial offers a much clearer ritual and symbolic
proclamation of our baptismal identification with Christ in his death and of the
promise of resurrection with him. Christians would be helped by discussing
funeral arrangements well before any impending time of death, with negotiable
details being guided by local custom, practical needs and, above all, the law of
Christian love.


